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  (Lilliesand & Kiefer)

  …using terrain and imagery data, acquired from sensors on satellite and aerial platforms, or on the ground.
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- Prints and mylar to GIS
- Pocket stereoscopes to virtual reality
- Mainframes to PCs, PCs to servers
- Megabytes to gigabytes to terabytes
- Expert in a darkened room to amateur on a smart-phone
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- Geological mapping – from continent, to region, to prospect
  - Interpretation and spectral analysis

- Detecting hydrocarbons
  - Surface alteration and direct detection

- Characterising the subsurface
  - From the surface – inference and measurement
  - Analogues

- Measuring surface deformation
  - Inferring subsurface information

- Logistics and planning
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- Increased scrutiny on offshore activity = more onshore activity?
- More onshore wells = more focus on environment, terrain and accessibility
- Exploring increasingly challenging environments = do more from the desk
- Pressure on cost, time and quick decisions = less seismic, less drilling
- Health, safety, security and environment
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- Work with Exploration teams
- Find the right data, with the right licensing
- Work with the right consultants and experts
- Integration, not just combination – 2D, 3D and 4D
- Business drive, not technology drive
- Capture real examples, with real value…